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a b s t r a c t

In recent years we have seen multiple incidents with a large number of people injured and killed by
one or more armed attackers. Since this type of violence is difficult to predict, detecting threats as
early as possible allows to generate early warnings and reduce response time. In this context, any tool
to check and compare different action protocols can be a further step in the direction of saving lives.
Our proposal combines features from continuous and discrete models to obtain the best of both worlds
in order to simulate large and crowded spaces where complex behavior individuals interact. With this
proposal we aim to provide a tool for testing different security protocols under several emergency
scenarios, where spaces, hazards, and population can be customized. Finally, we use a proof of concept
implementation of this model to test specific security protocols under emergency situations for real
spaces. Specifically, we test how providing some users of a university college with an app that informs
about the type and characteristics of the ongoing hazard, affects in the safety performance.
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. Introduction

Unfortunately, in recent years we have seen multiple serious
incidents with a large number of people injured and killed by
one or more armed attackers. Although in many cases they are
due to psychotic outbreaks, terrorism has been one of the causes
that most concerns citizens, with attacks on shopping malls2,
newspaper offices3, nightclubs4, or streets5, among others. In all
these cases, as in other risk situations, a key aspect of minimizing
damage is reaction time, which is directly related to the time
taken to detect the threat, and response plan. Although this
type of violence is difficult to predict, it would be desirable to
detect threats as early as possible and generate early appropriate
warnings that reduce response time and, therefore, the number
of victims, since it is known that the greatest number of victims
occur during the first few minutes of these events. For this reason,
any tool helping to check the efficiency of the different response
protocols can be a further step in the direction of saving lives.
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In mass settings such as shopping malls, open-air festivals,
concerts or sports events, evacuation policies are proposed based
on widely studied crowd dynamics [1]. Even so, events usually
occur where forecasts and evacuation policies fail, and can only
be studied in retrospect to generate future recommendations [2].
In the literature we can find evacuation management systems [3],
mechanisms to control the number of people evacuated [4], mod-
els for understanding the influence of terrorist attacks on the
population behavior [5], mathematical algorithms that generate
an optimal evacuation route [6], or analysis of evacuees’ behavior
obtained from mobile sensors through machine learning methods
such as SVM [7] or Artificial Neural Networks [8]. Other systems
ocus on supplying the exit route through the appropriate use of
nformation provided by emergency management systems [9]. In
ome cases, they integrated into the users’ own smartphone [10],
llowing the information to be spread immediately around the
ffected persons.
Under conditions of very little real data to apply data analysis

echniques, computational approaches for this purpose require
rocedures to simulate both the environment in which the haz-
rd occurs and the behavior of the individuals in it. Although
he problem of simulating an environment under an emergency
ituation has been previously addressed by different researchers
sing a variety of techniques, the use of multi-agent systems is
y far the most common approach.
When using agent-based models to study this problem, there

re two main aspects that will determine how the simulation will
e developed. The first one is about the environment modeling,
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which usually falls under one of two options, discrete or con-
tinuous representation. Both offer pros and cons, and choosing 
one of them will depend on our goals and requirements. The 
second one is about modeling the decision making process of the 
human-like agents, where the use of Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) 
paradigm [11] is at a clear advantage over other options.

Our proposal is inspired by continuous (Social Forces, Helbing 
and Molnár [12]) and discrete (Cellular Automata, Bandini et al.
[13]) modeling to simulate large and crowded spaces through 
statistical agent-based models. With this proposal we aim to 
provide a tool for testing different security protocols under vary-
ing conditions. For this, the tool must keep track of the several 
aspects of the simulation, specifically the casualties that have
occurred, the agents who have suffered an accident due to the 
pressure of other agents and those who have managed to reach a 
safe room or exit the hazard space. The goal is to provide a virtual 
environment where to test different security protocols under 
several emergency scenarios, where spaces, hazards, population, 
etc. can be customized with less effort.

We present a proof-of-concept implementation of this tool to
test some specific security protocols under emergency situations 
for real spaces. Specifically, we test how providing (some) indi-
viduals of a space with an app that informs about the type and
features of the hazard in progress, affects the safety performance.
The developed model was implemented in Netlogo (version 6.x) 
and published at OpenABM in [14] under license GPL3. It can 
also be downloaded from the open repository https://github.com/
fsancho/Response-Emergency-Protocol.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is devoted to 
introduce some motivation and related works, where continu-
ous and discrete environment modeling is presented and their 
pros and cons are emphasized, some notes about human behav-
ior modeling is also introduced at the end of the section. Our 
proposal is presented in Section 3, detailing the environment 
modeling approach and how the BDI paradigm has been applied 
to model decision making processes in human-like agents. In 
Section 4, we present the experimental setup and the results ob-
tained by the simulations to test the influence of different world 
configurations and security protocols to the safety performance. 
Finally, Section 5 shows some conclusions and future work that 
can be derived from our work.

2. Motivation and related work

Over the past few decades, many researchers have addressed
he evacuation of buildings and crowded places [15–20]. Models
mplemented in these works, although having their own charac-
eristics, have in common some techniques for modeling agent
ehavior and their interaction. An agent-based model can be
enerally subdivided into two main parts: one for defining the
nvironment where the agents operate, and another for defining
he decisions made by the agents.

Taking into account the nature of space where the agents act
nd the time where they evolve, the world can be essentially
odeled in two different ways: either discretely or continuously.
Generally speaking, in discrete models, both space and time

re considered discrete. The space is usually divided in cells that
an contain a single agent (or an obstacle) in each instant of time.
n this context, a unit of time is usually set to be the time an
verage agent needs in order to move between adjacent cells.
ince these models are inspired by multi-state cellular automata,
hey are usually called Discrete CA models.

In order to reflect more realistic scenarios, it is common to
xtend agents’ behavior to avoid collisions while choosing specific
outes (minimal distance, for example) while moving through
he environment. Because of this, when simulating crowded/big/
 v
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complex spaces these models require a lot of computing power
and complex states/rules, so they are usually designed to study
just specific aspects of human or crowd behavior, or in very
specific spaces (classrooms, open spaces, theaters, etc.). For ex-
ample, Bandini et al. [13] uses a discrete CA model to study how
groups of agents behave under different simple scenarios defined
through three key elements: environment, pedestrians and rules.

Group membership is a key concept in the model, and pedes-
trians belonging to the same group have similar objectives. The
obtained results were very similar to those from real situations,
but only limited to these very simple situations.

Closer to our goal, in [21] the authors design a discrete CA
model to evaluate building plans in evacuation scenarios. The ef-
fectiveness of the different designs were measured by the average
distance traveled by the agents and the total evacuation time,
and their speed of movement can be affected by physical and
mental condition (panic state). Moreover, some experiments are
carried out through a NetLogo model [22] to evaluate single room
features (like the number of exits or the presence of information
about escape route).

As [23] points out when describing the key role of accidents
between agents, the way a discrete model divides the space is
a central problem. On the one hand, Dadová and Ferko [24]
proposes a more relaxed space division to provide freedom of
movement to agents, where cells size is 4 to 5 times larger than
the necessary for an agent. On the other hand, Pluchino et al.
[25] studies local dynamics of individual decision making and
behavior considering geometry, randomness, social preferences,
and local and collective behavior of other individuals.

Although this type of discrete models is the most widely
used when simulating evacuation events, there are other discrete
techniques to address this problem, like gas models [26], potential
ield models [27], electrostatic induction models [28], or potential
ost models [29]. It is noteworthy that all of them require higher
omputational cost, since in order to calculate the movement
f the agent, multiple environmental factors must be taken into
ccount, as well as the directions chosen by the neighboring
gents.
In addition, these models enable parallel computing easily,

uch as those based on GPU computing [30]. However, there are
number of issues that need to be addressed: how to express

orces in a confined space with high-density crowds?, or how to
escribe the non-local interactions or non-adaptive actions (falls,
njuries, disability or surprise)? One of the goals of our approach
s to apply features learned from continuous models to discrete
odels in order to fill these gaps.
On the contrary, in continuous models space and time are

ot made up of discrete units: space is usually an open subset
f R2/R3, and time is a real interval (although it is sometimes
iscrete as an approximation for effective calculation).
Among them, Social Force Models are widely spread for crowd

imulation [12], where it is assumed that each agent is subject
o a set of forces acting on her, not only a force is trying to
ove her in a desired direction. We can consider forces to avoid
bstacles or walls, and also compression forces and sliding fric-
ion forces, of great importance during emergency evacuations.
n [31] the author uses these forces to compute evacuation times
rom simple areas (rooms). As we will see later, in our model
e can use a similar approach to obtain some statistical features
f single regions in our spaces (average flows, density, etc.). In
ther works also motivational or psychological forces are consid-
red [32], some examples are: self-driving force (self-induced and
esponsible for the acceleration of the agent towards a desired
osition), repulsive psychological force (the desire of agents to
aintain a certain distance from other agents and obstacles), and
iscosity force (avoids agents from reaching unrealistic speeds).

https://github.com/fsancho/Response-Emergency-Protocol
https://github.com/fsancho/Response-Emergency-Protocol
https://github.com/fsancho/Response-Emergency-Protocol
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From a computational point of view, continuous models in
general (and those based on social forces, in particular) have 
higher requirements than discrete models, and may be inappro-
priate when looking for some near real time testing. Therefore, 
since our goal is to create a tool for experimenting and vali-
dating evacuation protocols, and the degree of uncertainty that 
derives from any simulation of human behavior (and, even more, 
under emergency situations) is very high, our contribution tries 
to balance the best of both modeling approaches by means of a 
methodology that extracts some parameters from social forces 
pproaches describing the characteristics of the spaces under 
ertain conditions (like in [33] or [34]), and later executes a
iscrete model that uses those characteristics to evaluate the 

dynamics of the event in those conditions.
We also want to emphasize Model Validation as a main prob-

lem to handle (in discrete and continuous models): qualitative
validation aims to reproduce classic collective effects and self-
organizing phenomena that can be observed in real events; while
uantitative validation compares simulation results with data 
rom real events. The problem is that there is a lack of real data 
about these kind of events, and only very simple phenomena 
are known or only simple evacuation exercises are available, 
see [35]. Consequently, the validation of our model is based on 
the goodness of the behavior expected from the point of view of 
security experts.

The way social relationships are structured in human groups
is a very important factor in modeling group behavior under 
mergency scenarios. Following [36], three interconnected levels 
f interaction can be considered: the individual, the interactions 
etween individuals, and the group.
From the point of view of the individual, decision-making un-

er emergency can be summarized in three factors: instinct [37], 
xperience, and bounded rationality [38].
From the perspective of interactions between individuals, in-

ividual behavior is often shaped by the social structures where 
he is immersed. The most important factors in this sense are: 
ocial identity [38], personal space [39], and social proof [40].
Finally, by analyzing the group as an entity, we can identify

some factors contributing to the crowd behavior: density [41], 
environmental restrictions [42] and emotions and perceived ten-
ions [43].
The goal when modeling human behavior through multi-agent

systems is to restrict rules and interactions to the level of individ-
uals, expecting the emergence of group rules from the joint action 
f all the individual rules. Nevertheless, the fact is that individual
ules must be helped with some explicit group rules. In our ap-
roach, trying to provide a more computationally efficient model, 

some of these group rules are designed through aggregated values
(density occupancy of areas, capacity flow of doors and corridors, 
presence of leaders to follow, etc.).

It is not easy to establish the appropriate parameters for social
forces and, in particular, how the sense of hazard in an emergency
ffects the individuals. In [44], some relevant concepts for our
ase of study were introduced to better adjust this relation: in a 
anic situation, agents behave in a more instinctive way and need 
ore time to carry out a certain action plan; in an emergency 
ituation, the location of the hazard should be the most influential 
actor in the behavior of an agent, even more than obstacles or 
ther surrounding individuals; and some individuals move faster 
n an emergency situation. Under these considerations, some 
xperimental tests were conducted by simulating real situations 
ith a few existing recordings, showing better validation than 
ore classical social force models.
The most common tools to model individual behavior follow 

he BDI paradigm [11], which is reliant on folk-psychological view
f reasoning (from an observable point of view, and not the actual
 a
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mechanism of the brain). Initially proposed as a theoretical model
of thought, it was soon used for computational modeling pur-
poses (by the author himself). In BDI paradigm, decision making
is divided into three phases [45]:

1. Belief : The information that the agent receives from the
world, including herself and inference rules that lead to
new beliefs. It is not knowledge, but the uncertain belief
of the agent for his environment (often modeled through
Fuzzy Logic).

2. Desires: Objectives or situations that the agent wishes to
achieve (often modeled through Bayesian Networks).

3. Intentions: Represent what the agent has chosen to do
(desires that the agent has begun to carry out).

An example of a BDI model for buildings evacuation using
a CA discrete model can be found in [46], where the goal is
to analyze the effect of information about exits in evacuation
time. Agents have 3 basic behavioral modes: follow the signs
avoiding the dangers until reaching an exit; dismiss the signs and
going directly to a known exit; or explore the environment when
forced to abandon its previous behavior. Results showed that the
evacuation time was reduced under available information.

The link between BDI and Fuzzy Logic can be seen in works
like [47], where a model of traffic congestion uses fuzzy rules
to represent the relationship between events and how attractive
these events are to the agent. Or [48], where Genetic Algorithms
are used to evaluate the fitness of agents that combine BDI and
Fuzzy Logic for decision-making in specific environments. Our
proposal makes use of some similar tools to improve the use of
individual rules.

Li et al. [18] presents a decision making system with the
aim of enabling agents to evacuate dangerous scenarios in the
best possible way. When an attack occurs, a series of signals are
produced that help individuals to evaluate hazards and to directly
influence the decisions they make. The information perceived by
an agent may not be conclusive and therefore she may not has
an accurate idea of the hazard event. Through Bayesian Belief
Networks and by using data from the Global Terrorism Database
(GTD), the model allows to differentiate between seven types of
attacks and build the associated probability network, from where
the agent makes an estimation of probability for different types
of events and decides whether to evacuate or not in each of
the possible situations. The results were very similar to those
observed in videos extracted from real attacks in some specific
events. Our approach uses a similar decision making system for
agents to evaluate the type of hazard they perceive.

Other works can also be found using BDI to model human
groups under hazard events: Park et al. [49] uses a system based
n swarm intelligence for the optimization of survivors in res-
ue tasks against terrorist actions, and Goyal [50] introduces
ollective attitudes to model the behavior of a team in a fire
azard.

. Proposed model

Since our goal is to simulate the global behavior of individuals
nder a changing information scenario, we will not add function-
lities detailing the way agents interact with each other and with
he environment. This does not mean that the model does not
onsider them, but that it will not take care of its formal deriva-
ion (for example, calculating the specific location of each agent
ithin a room, as continuous models of social forces would do).
or this purpose, the model will make use of aggregated values
btained from the simulation of auxiliary social forces models or
rom plan buildings/experts, for example, to compute the flow of
gents that can move between two connected rooms/areas, the
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maximum speed that can be reached in a passage of particu-
ar conditions, or the capacity of sound transmission through a 
wall [16] and [20].

In any case, our aim is not to provide a model capable of
alculating the effective values involved in an evacuation process 
nder emergency situations, but one that can efficiently use these 
alues to simulate the behavior of a heterogeneous group of in-

dividuals under changing conditions. Its applicability to a specific 
scenario will require an intensive analysis of its characteristics.

As we do not need to mimic the exact local behavior of
gents, we choose to represent the environment through a graph 
discrete model) where nodes represent specific areas (rooms, 
assages, corridors, room areas, etc.), and the edges provides in-
ormation about connection between areas (flow capacity, sound 
ransmission, visibility, etc.). Agents in our model represent the
ndividuals (peaceful and attackers) involved in the simulation of 
he event. They have a belief about the world and an internal state
ccording to these believes.
Broadly speaking, the interactions that can occur between the 

lements of the model are (note that this is a cycle of interactions 
hat repeat forever):

1. Agent actions produce signals in the node they occupy.
2. Signals are transmitted through the graph taking into ac-

count the dynamical underlying structure.
3. Agents receive information/signals from the graph and

build their believes.
4. Agents make decisions and modify internal state and desire

using their believes.
5. Agents perform actions (as a result of the intentions to

reach their desires).
6. Agents change properties of the graph.

In each simulation step all these interactions take place, and
ause changes in the graph, both at the level of nodes (e.g., the
oom occupation) and edges (e.g. modifying the connectivity by
locking a room in order to increase their security level), and
t the level of agents (e.g. their position or state). Moreover,
ollowing the BDI model, agents can take decisions that will affect
he flow of the simulation according to: the information that they
erceive in the form of signals from the nodes and the intrinsic
nformation that these nodes contain in their properties; their
wn internal state; and the information and interaction that other
gents around them provide (see Fig. 1).
In order to address the inherent complexity of these scenarios,

he model offers a wide variety of properties in nodes, edges and
gents, and also a set of functions that allow the properties of
hese elements to be modified (from the intensity an acoustic
ignal is perceived in a node, to the goals of an agent in the
rocess of pursuit or escape during a violent attack).
In the following subsections we will give a slightly more

etailed view of some issues related to the design of the parts
e consider more interesting in the model, and that have been

mplemented as proof of concept through NetLogo in order to be
ble to perform the experiments presented in the next section.

.1. Environment

As noted in the previous paragraphs, nodes represent rooms/
reas, but more than one node can be used for large rooms/areas.
t is up to the modeler to choose a more or less detailed rep-
esentation of the real space (of course, the global structure of
he graph will be different as well as the properties in nodes and
dges). Fig. 2 shows an example of how a small environment can
e represented as a graph. This space has five small rooms of
× 3 m2 (Rooms 1 to 5), two large rooms of 6 × 7 m2 (Rooms
and 7) and a couple of corridors that connect these spaces. In
4

a standard CA representation, cells of 0.5 × 0.5 m2 will result in
a graph with more than 750 nodes and around 2500 transitable
edges, but in our model we can choose, for example, 14 nodes
and 15 transitable edges for the same environment.

Using a discrete representation with a reduced number of
nodes simplifies several tasks necessary for the simulation, like
path-finding and visibility. But, to get closer to a realistic behavior
when testing new spaces, we can use a continuous approach to
model the local dynamics of agents in and between the nodes or
through expert advisers (architects and security officers). These
values will be used as physical parameters for nodes and edges.

Main parameters for nodes and edges are shown in Tables 1
nd 2, respectively. They are categorized into three types: phys-
cal, they depend on the intrinsic features/design of the area
usually, they will not change over time); state, they reflect the
urrent state of the area (they can change over time); and signal,
f they are related to signal transmission/perception (they can also
e state or physical).
In order to reduce computational costs, some parameters are

tored in the graph, in this way agents can read/write information
irectly from the graph structure instead of duplicating compu-
ations that can be similar for all the agents in the same area.
or example, nodes have several parameters to control and store
he intensity of signals that can be perceived in them, visual or
coustic (fire, fire-sound, attacker, etc.). As we will see in the next
ubsection, agents can access these parameters to know/update
he state of the world in every instant time, and combine with
heir intrinsic state to obtain a customized experience of the
orld. Also, aggregated parameters from continuous dynamics
an be found here. For example, the movement of agents be-
ween nodes is managed by the edges through flow and max-flow
arameters.
By modifying the parameters of the graph we can model

ery different scenarios, even with changing conditions over time
e.g. where visibility changes in certain areas due to the ap-
earance of smoke, or some corridors or rooms are blocked).
his ability to model and use very high dynamical scenarios is
ne of the goals and main guides for the kind of approach we
ecided, motivating to combine the good computational features
f discrete models with realistic behavior modeling of social force
odels through statistical aggregation, something that can be
ardly obtained by using one only approach.

.2. Agents and decision making

The second core of the model is focused in agents modeling.
gents can move around the world and change their location. In
rder to simplify the model, agents’ location will be reduced to
now the graph node/edge where she is in every instant of time
s a rough estimate of their position in the world.
In the events simulated in experiments, there are two main

ypes of agents (more types can be easily added): peaceful, and
ttacker, with a clear meaning about their goals and actions in
he world. Table 3 shows the main parameters of the agents and
description of their meaning and functionality in the model.
Almost all the functionality of the model is located in the

ction of the agents, that goes through three well differentiated
hases that aligned with the BDI paradigm (see Fig. 1):

1. Perception. In this phase, agents update the information
they obtain from the environment by means of perceptions.
With these perceptions and her internal state of mind (fear,
panic-level, sensibility, . . . ), the agent constructs her beliefs
of the world. Perception is handled under the following
assumptions in the model: (a) events occur in the world in



o

Fig. 1. Life cycle of an agent.
Fig. 2. Representation of a small building plan (left) as a cellular automata grid (center) and a graph (right), where a room/area can be represented by more than
ne node, according to its capacity and characteristics.
Table 1
List of main parameters for nodes of space graph.
Parameter Type Description

capacity Physical Maximum number of agents that can be in the node/area
hidden-places Physical Number of places in the node where an agent can successfully hide
lockable? Physical Can the node be locked?
info? Physical Are there signs in the node indicating an exit?

residents State Current number of agents in the node
hidden-people State Number of people hidden in the node
nearest-danger State Node with nearest danger
leaders State Number of leaders currently in the node

fire/fire-sound Signal/State Intensity of visual/acoustic signals derived from fires
attacker/attacker-sound Signal/State Intensity of visual/acoustic signals derived from attackers
bomb/bomb-sound Signal/State Intensity of visual/acoustic signals derived from explosions
scream Signal/State Intensity of acoustic signals derived from screams
running-people Signal/State Intensity of visual signals derived from people on the run
corpses Signal/State Intensity of visual signals derived from corpses in the floor
Table 2
List of main parameters for edges of space graph.
Parameter Type Description

length Physical Distance between areas connected by the edge
lockable? Physical Is the edge lockable?
max-flow Physical Maximum number of agents that can use simultaneously the edge

locked? State Is the edge locked?
flow State Number of agents currently using the edge

sound Signal/Physical Sound transmission intensity across the edge
transitable Signal/Physical Modifier on the speed of the agents that pass through it
visibility Signal/Physical Intensity of visual information transmitted by the edge
an objective way, and (b) agents have a subjective percep-
tion of the events (this individual subjectivity is managed
through an agent-specific parameter: sensitivity).
Specifically, in our implementation some of these stimuli
are modeled through parameters of the nodes/edges in the
graph. At the beginning of each iteration all agents must
update the stimuli received since, as we will see, new
5

inputs may cause a change of their desires and actions that
reflect their intentions. The perceptible characteristics of
the nodes provoke an accumulation of stimuli in the agents
that can eventually trigger changes in their beliefs about
the world. In each iteration the agents read the ‘‘objective
facts’’ of the scenario by querying the node where they are,
and then, they update their accumulators. Table 3 shows



Table 3
List of parameters for agents.
Parameter Agent type Param type Description

location All State Current node of location
bad-area All State Nodes where the agent identifies any hazard
route All State Planned route to reach a destination
state All State State of the agent

speed Attacker Physical Speed of attacker
effectiveness Attacker Physical Attacker effectiveness
detected? Attacker Physical Whether the agent has been detected as a threat or not

max/base-speed Peaceful Physical Maximum/Base speed that can be reached by the agent
sensibility Peaceful Physical Intensity with which the stimuli affect the agent
fear Peaceful State Level of fear (accumulator)
leadership Peaceful Physical Leadership level of an agent
hidden? Peaceful State Whether the agent is hidden or not
app? Peaceful Physical Whether the agent has installed the app or not

attacker-heard/sighted Peaceful Signal
fire-heard/sighted Peaceful Signal Accumulators to measure perceived signals
bomb-heard/sighted Peaceful Signal
scream-heard Peaceful Signal
corpse-sighted Peaceful Signal
running-people Peaceful Signal
police/leader-sighted Peaceful Signal

perceived-risk Peaceful State Risk to which the agent believes she is exposed
panic-level Peaceful State Level of panic
in-panic? Peaceful State Whether the agent has exceeded his capacity for risk stimuli or not
the different accumulators that the agents currently have
for this purpose, for every of these accumulators there is
one equivalent parameter in the nodes in Table 1. The
grouping in the table is done by purpose, not by type.
The model uses a small fuzzy logic engine to process the
internal state of the agent and helps her to form an indi-
vidual belief about what is happening in the world. Table 4
shows some samples of these fuzzy rules. In this way, all
the agents inside one specific node will perceive the same
environmental information in a different way, providing
heterogeneity, flexibility and realism to the model. Also,
in this way the model can be easily adapted to different
conditions by non-expert users.

2. Decision Making. In this phase, agents build a sequence
of decisions mainly aimed at achieving their goal of escap-
ing from hazard. As represented in the agents’ life cycle
(Fig. 1), each agent builds the next (desire, intention) pair
from the (belief , desire) pair. Thus, it will determine the
next behavior and action from her beliefs, as well as the
next desire (hence working as an internal state of the
agent). This decision/behavior making process is performed
through a set of rules (see an extract of these rules in
Table 5) that can provoke a change in her current desire
(see Fig. 3 for the graph of available desires and their
relationship through the decision making process) as well
as an intention that translates into an action to be taken
(processed in the next phase). The application of the rules
applied in this process are prioritized by the urgency of
each of the possible situations in which each agent may
be. After receiving new stimuli, agents evaluate a perceived-
risk which, if exceeded a threshold, causes the agent to
leave the not alerted state (to which it will never return
during the simulation). Not alerted and Evacuate are the
two only desires that act as initial and terminal states with
no predefined intentions in our model. When the agent
is in not alerted state, she will continue with the default
behavior in the world (keep working, walking, studying,
etc.), and when she is in evacuate state, she will leave the
BDI loop (also if the agent is killed/injured by the attacker).
The application of these rules will determine the agent’s
desires, which will be transformed into intentions in the
6

Table 4
Samples of fuzzy rules to process Agents’ Beliefs.
Premises Consequents

fear is high and sensibility is very high panic-level is very high
fear is low panic-level is low
fear is high and sensibility is high panic-level is high
perceived-risk is low and distance-attacker is far perceived-risk is low
perceived-risk is high and distance-attacker is close perceived-risk is high

next phase. For example, if an agent become aware of
the presence of an attacker, she will probably get into
the avoid_violent desire (since the condition of this rule
is fulfilled) and will enter the next phase with this desire.
However, the final behavior of the agent is affected by the
particularities of the situation (for example, it is not the
same situation when both attacker and agent are in the
same room as when they are at opposite ends of a corri-
dor). Consequently, although there may be several agents
that reach the next phase with the same particular state,
their final actions will be conditioned by their individual
situation.

3. Performing Actions. Finally, depending on the desire of
the agent, different intentions will be produced and dif-
ferent actions can be taken. The model take into account
the current state of the world (like the distance to the
hazard) and the desire of the agent, and also a hierarchy of
rules that prioritize their applicability based on the urgency
of the situation. For example, under follow-leader desire,
if the agent comes across an attacker, she will prioritize
escaping from the attacker. The intentions of the agents
are transformed in a set of actions in the world that can
produce changes in the environment and in the future
perceptions of the agents, closing the cycle of life of the
agents.

A set of additional reports and functions are needed to perform
this decision making and several other actions, and also to update
the information stored in agents and graph elements. These re-
ports and functions have been named self-descriptive in order to
facilitate the adaptation of the same model to different types of
events and agents, and to ease the task of building concrete simu-
lation scenarios in a simple and high-level way. Some of them are
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Fig. 3. Diagram of Peaceful Agents’ Desires in the BDI model and their relationship through the decision making process. We do not detail here the different actions
and conditions that can change a desire into a different one along the simulation.
Table 5
Some hierarchical rules for decision making, only from Beliefs to Desires.
Rules from (belief , desire) pair to the next (desire, intention) pair are not here
represented for simplification. Beliefs are calculated from the perceptions of the
agent, here simplified in natural language.
Priority Beliefs (the agent...) Desire

1 Perceived a leader Follow leader
2 Reached an exit Evacuate
3 Reached a secure room or a place to hide Hide
4 Believe that there is an attacker near Avoid violent
5 Alerted with the app Ask App
6 Try to escape with no location info Run away
7 Not enough stimuli to alert Not alerted

intimately related to the intentions that agents’ decision making
can produce to satisfy their desires. For peaceful agents we have:
avoid-crowd, go-to-exit, to-wait, to-stay, better-location?, avoid-
iolent, In-the-same-area?, best-visible, follow-leader, etc. For at-
acker agents we have: be-aggressive, find-target, violent-advance,
ttacker-next-location, walk, attack-target, attack, shoot, etc.
Here we will only get into details for a couple of functions that

will be of interest in our experimental stage: Any-leader-near?
and Is-the-app-sending-info?. When the simulation starts and the
agents are positioned in the map, maybe some of them do not
have any global information about the world. This is controlled
through the leader role of the agents. A leader can be seen as
an authority figure (a teacher in a school, the director of an
office, a security agent in a mall, etc.) or a person that, by her
way of acting, seems to know the building very well and take
decisions under hazard situations. Agents that do not know the
building will follow a leader (if any-leader-near? is true). They will
continue processing new stimuli but their intentions will mainly
consist in following the leader [51]. Like any other agents, leaders
can make wrong decisions under uncertainty (choose a route that
takes them closer to an attacker, for example).

Finally, app-pack? allows to simulate the transmission of use-
ful information about what is happening in the world by a sup-
posed security application that some agents can have installed
on their smartphones. This way, we can launch simulations and
study the differences in scenarios where no information is given
to the agents compared to those where it is. This app will provide
information about routes to exits or rooms where the agents can
achieve safety. We assume this app gathers real-time information
about the attack from the infrastructure (e.g. sensors, cameras,
location-based applications, etc.) such as in [52].
7

4. Experimentation and analysis

A map inspired by one of the pavilions of a high school has
been designed to carry out the experiments. This pavilion has
an approximate size of 20 × 50 m2 (see Fig. 4a), containing 6
classrooms (with sizes between 3 × 6 m2 and 6 × 7 m2), 26
offices (with sizes between 2 × 2 m2 and 3 × 3 m2) and 6 seminar
rooms (of about 4 × 5 m2). These rooms are connected by several
corridors of about 3 m wide, while the width of the doors is about
0.8m. Some rooms are marked as exits (in red) and some others
as safe (in green), that agents can lock down from inside to be safe
from danger until law enforcement arrives. In some experiments
we will change the safe rooms in order to test some different
scenarios.

Once the division of areas have been decided, we obtain a
graph that provides the discrete representation of the space that
our model use (see Fig. 4b). By using as reference values used in
similar spaces [16], or obtained as mean values in experiments
with social forces models [32], the max-flow value for the doors
was set up to 2.5, and 20 for corridors.

One of the objectives of this work is to provide a tool for
comparing results in building evacuation under changes in the
configuration of the population and in the type of information
available to the agents about an event that is happening (armed
attackers in this case). We will use the number of agents who
manage to reach an exit, those who manage to reach a safe
room, those who have been eliminated by the attackers and those
who have suffered a fatal accident due to the pressure of the
crowd when trying to escape, as measures to be compared. These
accidents are roughly obtained from the density of the node
(agents/m2) and the speed of the agents. In each test we have
launched 1000 simulations for each of the possible parameter
configurations and present the statistics from them.

In the following subsections we present the several experi-
ments we have carried out to test the influence of the differ-
ent parameters in the measures obtained from the evacuation
processes.

As we will see, we can conclude that the app becomes a good
tool in almost any circumstance. However, it will not be the only
decisive factor, and visibility and sound transmission conditions
in the environment will be a crucial factor, as well as the number
of exits and safe rooms in the map.

Additionally, as concluded also by other studies, factors such
as the width of the corridors and doorways, as well as the dis-
tribution of the rooms, will influence the results obtained. In-

deed, these factors directly influence the flow of agents. In our
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Fig. 4. Example pavilion designed for the experiments. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
Table 6
Configuration of parameters for experiment 1.
Violent parameters Peaceful parameters App parameters

num-violent 2 num-peaceful From 150 to 600 Agents with installed
app 50%shooting? On leaders-percentage 20%

shoot-noise 0.5 defense-probability 10%

attack-probability 80% not-alert-speed 0.5 m/s

App-mode The App will recommend the nearest
option (secure-room or exit)

attack-effectiveness 50% mean-speed 2.00 m/s
speed 0.5 m/s max-speed-deviation 0.15initial-positions Exit nodes
case, these values have remained unchanged in all the simula-
tions. Also, in all the experiments we will consider two attackers
entering from two of the exits.

4.1. Experiment 1: Evacuation process by density of peaceful agents

In this experiment, we are going to study how the evacuation
rocess is affected by gradually increasing the number of agents.
he parameter configuration is described in Table 6. Fig. 5 shows

the average results using a discontinuous line while the vertical
bars indicate the standard deviation for each one of the values
in the several simulations performed. In all configurations, we
compare the results when the app is used (blue) and when it is
not (red). In general terms, the application becomes a good tool
that improves the results, it reduces the number of casualties,
both those caused by the attackers and those caused by accidents.
However, in the latter, there is very little difference between the
results, and they seem to depend more on the number of agents
present in the world than on whether they have information or
not.

4.2. Experiment 2: Noisy and dark environments

In the second experiment we study the effect of a very noisy
and dark environment (this can be simulated in our model by
applying to visibility and sound parameters a modifier with value
close to 0). In this environment the agents can only be aware
of what is happening in their own node and they will not per-
ceive the possible danger signals that may occur in neighboring
nodes. The rest of parameters remain the same as Experiment 1
(Table 6).

Under these circumstances, the app becomes a fundamental
tool for improving results. Fig. 6 shows that not only are the
casualties caused by the attackers reduced (which have almost
tripled with respect to the previous experiment), but this time
there is also a decrease in the number of accidents. This happens
because, when the app gives information to the agents, they will
try to reach safe exits or rooms, thus decongesting the nodes
where they were initially. When it is not installed, this mobi-
lization does not take place. Moreover, these nodes may become
saturated when they are reached by agents who are fleeing from
danger, generating bottlenecks and increasing the probability of
accidents.
8

There is also a huge difference in the agents that manage to
reach safe rooms. This is understandable if we take into account
the conditions of the simulation. In a noisy and dark environment,
the agent is only aware of what is happening in her own node.
This causes that an agent in a safe room will only perceive the
attacker when she is inside the same safe room, and the agent will
try to get away from the attacker by leaving the room. This does
not happen when the application provides information about the
attack and therefore the agents do manage to reach secure rooms.

4.3. Experiment 3: Leaders’ knowledge

In our third experiment, only the leaders know the building
and where the exits are. The other agents do not have that
knowledge. The question to answer here is: how useful is the
app when we increase the number of leaders? The number of
agents will be fixed to 350, and we change the percentage of
leaders from 0% to 100%. The rest of parameters remain the same
as Experiment 1 (Table 6).

As shown in Fig. 7 as the number of leaders increases, the
results in terms of rescued and safe rooms are coming closer.
Interestingly, the tipping point of the killed plot seems to be
around 30% of leaders.

When there are no leaders in the simulation, each agent is
going to take its own decisions and move freely through the
scenario. However, given that the agents do not know the map
configuration, they are exploring nodes randomly until finding a
safe room or an exit. When increasing the percentage of leaders,
groups of agents that move in the same direction start to generate
flows. These groups of agents can have different objectives and
some groups hinder others in their displacement and generate
jams, which entails an increase of accidents (anyway, the number
of accidents is smaller than in previous experiments) and an
slowing down of the advance. As a consequence, the attackers
have more possibilities of causing casualties. As the figure shows,
providing information to agents (also leaders) remains a good
option and greatly reduces the number of casualties.

4.4. Experiment 4: Speed of the attacker

This experiment is designed to show how the speed of the
attacker influences the results of the simulation (from 0.5 to
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Fig. 5. Experiment 1. Average and deviation of number of agents (y-axis) for different states (Killed, Rescued, Accident, and in Secure Room), when varying the
umber of peaceful agents (x-axis). Blue - App on, Red - App off. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
eb version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Experiment 2. Average and deviation of number of agents (y-axis) for different states (Killed, Rescued, Accident, and in Secure Room), when varying the
umber of peaceful agents (x-axis) in a dark and noisy scenario. Blue - App on, Red - App off. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
he reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Experiment 3. Average and deviation of number of agents (y-axis) for different states (Killed, Rescued, Accident, and in Secure Room), when varying the
umber of leaders (x-axis) in a dark and noisy scenario. Blue - App on, Red - App off. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
s referred to the web version of this article.)
.5 m/s). In this case, the attackers are going to make only
elee attacks, since when they have the option to attack from

he distance, the speed at which they move is not particularly
elevant. The rest of parameters remain the same as Experiment
(Table 6).
As shown in Fig. 8, there is an increase in casualties as the

ttacker’s speed increases. Moving faster allows them to reach a
reater number of targets throughout the simulation. Improve-
ents can still be seen when the app has informed the agents
f the danger, although the results in terms of accidents seem to
ave slightly worsened. However, the accidents that occur will be
nfluenced mainly by the number of agents in the simulation, the
ercentage of leaders and also by the configuration of the map.

.5. Experiment 5: Safe rooms number

Previous experiments have shown that the app works as a
ood tool under almost any circumstance, but especially in sce-
arios where the environment is noisy and dark (Experiment 2).
9

In that situation, there was an improvement in both the number
of casualties and accidents and rescues, but above all, in the num-
ber of agents who manage to reach safe rooms. The next question
can be raised: how can these rooms be improved? What results
can we expect in a map that has many safe rooms compared
to the same map without safe rooms? Our last experiment will
tackle these questions.

To this end, and similarly to Experiment 2, a modifier is
applied to the edges to prevent them from transmitting visibility
and sound. Additionally, the original safe rooms are removed
from the map and, instead, all rooms at the top and the bottom of
the map become into safe rooms. The rest of parameters remain
the same as Experiment 1 (Table 6).

Fig. 9 shows that, under these circumstances, the results when
using the app are really good, where the average of casualties is
much lower than those when the app is not in use. Having many
safe rooms reduces the distance of the agents’ movements, thus
reducing the number of accidents and increasing the number of
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Fig. 8. Experiment 4. Average and deviation of number of agents (y-axis) for different states (Killed, Rescued, Accident, and in Secure Room), when varying the
ttackers’ speed (x-axis) in a dark and noisy scenario. Blue - App on, Red - App off. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
s referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Experiment 5. Distribution of number of agents for different states (Killed, Rescued, Accident, and in Secure Room) with different secure rooms. Blue - App
on, Red - App off. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
agents who manage to reach a safe room. In the figure, y-axis
hows the percentage of experiments reaching the number of
ndividuals in the x-axis for the different cases.

. Conclusions

The main objective of this work is to provide a tool that
llows the modeling and simulation of hazardous situations in
arge spaces, such as work areas, malls, theaters, concert areas,
ducational centers, etc. To this end, features that are specific
o continuous multi-agent models have been transferred to a
iscrete model as aggregated parameters. This has been key to be
ble to check and compare different conditions both in the phys-
cal attributes of the space and in the population configurations
hat occupy the space, or the different types of hazard to which
he occupants of the space may be subjected. As a use case, we
ave analyzed the influence that a mobile information app could
ave on different cases that can occur under attack situations in
work/educational center. In this sense, we have been able to
heck how the simulations could help to improve the protocols
f action in these special conditions.
The followed process to obtain a viable model has consisted

f several phases. Firstly, it has been necessary to build a discrete
pace that must maintain a balance between the need for spatial
escription detail and the reduction of complexity required for its
omputational manipulation. To do this, and by using ideas from
he CA discrete models, a virtual space is built in the form of a
raph that represents the spatial units necessary for a complete
escription of the real space considered. Through this network,
he model can transmit information about the various events that
ccur, as well as reflect physical conditions that affect the be-
avior of individuals who occupy the space (such as the capacity
f the rooms and corridors, transitability of doors and corridors,
isibility of areas, pressure exerted in areas determined by the
resence of crowds, etc.).
By using the appropriate parameters in nodes, edges and

gents, the model enables us to simulate very diverse situations
10
with relative efficiency. We can also simulate dark or noisy en-
vironments by (dynamically) adjusting the values of parameters
such as visibility and sound of the edges, or both at the same time,
what is very common at music festivals.

Secondly, when modeling situations where agents must reflect
the real behavior of human beings, the key point is to use an
appropriate behavioral model that takes into account the com-
plexity of this problem. In this work we get inspiration from the
BDI paradigm, adapting the behavior of the agents, mainly, from
the signals that they are able to perceive from their environment
and the personal objectives and features that each one of them
has. Through fuzzy logic, each agent processes the signals that
she receives to obtain a personal estimate of the risk that believes
she is exposed to. Her risk assessment (that changes at every
moment of the simulation), her personal characteristics, the other
agents around her, and her knowledge of the environment will
generate individual behaviors that will influence the decision
making process to solve the situation she face, emulating the
behavior of real individuals under similar situations. The discrete
subdivision of the decision-making process makes it easier to
extend. Consequently, for example, the repertoire of behaviors of
the agents can be expanded, given that certain signals influence
the agents in a particular way, contributing certain nuances to
the behavior that they adopt. By expanding the ways in which
signals influence the agent, creating new states and actions, we
can introduce more varied behaviors, providing greater diversity
in the actions of agents.

In addition, the concept of role has been introduced within the
agents, so that certain agents have a specific behavior that fits the
pattern we want to simulate (attackers, peaceful, leaders, police-
men, firemen, room managers, etc.). They can be defined/added
to the model at will.

Regarding the experiments with the developed tool, they have
allowed us to validate, for example, that in noisy spaces with poor
visibility (where the occupants are not able realize that an attack
is taking place since a clear perception of the surroundings cannot
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be obtained), the fact that the agents have a warning app becomes 
 critical factor. This application warns them about the event
aking place and the possible escape routes. The results showed 
that the application considerably modifies the final obtained re-
sults, determining the success or failure of the evacuation of the 
site. In general, regardless of the environmental conditions, it is 
possible to minimize the evacuation time of the scenario when 
the percentage of users using the application is high. This results 
n a decrease in the number of casualties and an increase in the 
umber of evacuees. Therefore, the information offered through 
he app becomes a good tool to improve the evacuation of a space.

The experiments have also showed that few agents using the 
pplication are enough in order to improve the results. This is 
ue to the fact that the users of the app are quickly warned

about hazards, which causes them (in most cases) to flee and 
alerts other agents, who also begin to flee. This reaction chain re-
duces the evacuation time and improves the number of evacuees 
nd casualties. Consequently, we can conclude that providing 
nformation to agents through an app is a very effective way of
inimizing damage in an emergency situation.
As a continuation of this work, we plan to add BDI logic 

eatures to the model [53]. They will allow for more complex
ecision making while maintaining the bounded rationality of the 
ndividuals. We will also expand the battery of experimental tests 
equired to adjust the behaviors to the variety of cases that we 
an find in real-life scenarios under similar circumstances. Since 
ggregated values for parameters from social forces simulations 
r real data is a necessary step to save higher computational 
emands while maintaining realistic behavior in the discrete
odel, we still need a big amount of continuous simulated envi-

onments in order to cover a sufficiently wide range of situations.
n this sense, we are also working on alternative approaches to 
re-calculate the aggregated parameters by approximating social 

forces results through Deep Learning models. Moreover, we are 
lso working on efficient simulation software to speedup the real-
ime visualization and statistics calculation by using compiled
anguages and parallel architectures.
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